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So take a deep breath……. 
 
And be aware… of that 4th Triad…  that beautiful Triad of Light……. 
It is composed of the 9th chakra..  the 10th chakra..   and the 11th chakra. 
And it spins and spins in a Unified Field. 
 
You have communication with we Lords of Light, the Archangels,  
 the Ascended Masters, the Elohim, the many Star Beings that welcome you 
 each time you gather in your Crucible 
And that beautiful emanation of Undifferentiated Light, ever glowing, never diminishing, 
 in the spinning of that Triad….. 
 
Notice the difference in that Field… 
Notice how that Arc of the Covenant around your head has shifted and changed 
 and is glowing radiantly….. 
 
With these activations, something wonderful has begun to be activated.   
Your ability to maintain a coherent Unified Field, a coherent state of Consciousness,  
and a very coherent functioning of the Electro-Magnetic Field now prepares you to 
begin to create the Ze-On Particles of thought, where levels of thought become a 
natural expression at that more refined level…… 
 
And now, let your attention be drawn to that 3rd Triad as it spins… 
And this Triad also has three components……   
 the Crown chakra,  
 the Higher Mind -- access to the Universal Mind,  
 but, most importantly, full access to that Soul Star,  
  where access to your Spirit, to your perfection,  
  to the Knowledge can be drawn from,  
  because of the merged state of your Soul and your Spirit. 
 
So, as you inquire, as you ask your questions… 
 the perfection of your Spirit answers those questions, 
 providing the Wisdom drawn from the Soul of any embodiment  
 that you have ever taken on, whether it be human or not….. 
 
So, as this Triad spins, the Higher Mind, the OverSoul, descends into the body and also 
resides in your Sacred Heart center, so the Consciousness of your SoulSpirit is 
maintained.  The Consciousness of Universal Mind is accessible and maintained in its full 
integrity.  The Crown center remains opening, open always.   
 
And this affects your 3rd Eye..  that resides in the 2nd Triad….. 
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[6:40]  So the 4th and the 3rd Triad are now folded into the 2nd Triad,  
where the function of that Triad is accelerated tremendously….. 
 
The 3rd Eye –  
 all distortions, all shields that were put on in different Time locks are removed  
 and that Eye is the Single Eye of Source:  all-seeing, all-knowing, all-discerning…. 
 
And the flame in the Pineal – that beautiful Magenta Flame – burns brilliantly… 
 It is never extinguished… 
 and is always fully connected with the Flame in the Sacred Heart, 
 so the direction of that center, in the creative centers,  
     is taken from that Sacred Heart Consciousness as well as the 3rd Eye & the Pineal… 
 
The upgraded version of the Medulla Oblongata has taken place. 
 This is your Ascension Vehicle, also -- your Ascension chakra. 
 
It is connected also to the 1st Triad, through the throat chakra, 
 through the Will of Source as you were created as Spirit. 
 
At the moment of that creation,  
 what was the Will of Source, when you were created? 
That’s all available to you,  
 so that you can fully express who you are in the most magnificent ways. 
 
Now that the spinning and the integrity of that Triadic system is joined and merged, 
 creating that Unified Field,  
the spinning of the Double Helix, of those six Helixes,  
 even though some of them aren’t fully activated,  
that spinning begins to merge into the Unified Field –  
 creating an explosive Light that is maintained in its integrity and its coherency.   
 
It feeds the Light Body.  It feeds the physical body consciousness.   
And the ego steps back and allows the Spirit to lead…… 
 
What a beautiful, beautiful expression of a Being of Christed Light…. 
 
FEEL the Radiance within yourself…………. 
 
Feel the Light within you……. 
 
Know yourself fully and completely…….  as a Christed Being……. 
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[11:25]  Activations at this moment are taking place in that Christed OverSoul,  
 so it too comes into the Consciousness and coherence  
 of this massive Unified Field that you are creating…………. 
 
 
Now, let us sit together a while longer in this beautiful Christed Field of Light…………. 
 fully conscious , fully aware….. 
 
Much has changed in these last few minutes……. 
 
 
Now take a deep breath,  
 and with that we will close our session together this evening……. 
 
Sit in this magnificent field of Light for as long as you can hold your attention points….. 
 
Disconnect from all technological devices, 
 so that you can fully enjoy your Unified Field, 
 fully enjoy this glorious expression of yourself…….. 
 
 
Blessings, Dear Ones, Blessings! 
 


